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ICCAS 2020 Prototyping of Generalized Knowl …
Prototyping of Generalized Knowledge Mapping
Structures for Anthropomorphic Situational
(Tactical) Level Safety Protection AI
Content
In this prospective poster presentation, an overview is given of the family of generalized artifi-
cial memory structures designed to accommodate and use knowledge of an extra-large domain
of complex (off-nominal) flight situations - corner cases with multiple risks. These structures are
considered as a carrier of the situational (tactical) level knowledge base of an anthropomorphic ar-
tificial intelligence (AI) system aimed at flight safety prediction and protection for next-generation
manned and unmanned aircraft and robotic swarms.
The technology is based on the synergy of advantages of a human operator and modern modeling,
simulation, virtual reality and other techniques and technologies in coping with anomalous and un-
known flight situations, including ‘black swan’ events. The following generalized knowledge car-
rying and mapping structures are introduced: flight event, flight process, risk factor, safety palette,
partial safety spectra, integral safety spectrum, flight scenario, situation complexity buildup dia-
gram, multifactorial risk hypothesis, situational tree, safety ‘carpet’, safety window, safety chances
distribution diagram, safety tactical decision tree, danger density dynamic prediction and avoid-
ance cube, and some other concepts.
In order to build a situational level knowledge base, unknown multifactorial operational domains
of flight are explored automatically in advance using a high-fidelity mathematical model of the ‘pi-
lot / automaton - aircraft - operating environment’ system dynamics. For each baseline scenario,
a tree incorporating 102 … 104 ‘what-if’ situations (derivative cases) is generated in fast-time
autonomous flight simulation experiments using a laptop. Then safety related knowledge is au-
tomatically mined from raw data records of virtual ‘flights’ and depicted as ‘a bird’s eye view’
knowledge maps for parallel visual or automatic analysis and safety decision making.
Several metrics are introduced for measuring the performance of a situational knowledge base:
specialization, complexity, safety index, safety category, total flight time (TFT), TFT distribution
over a multifactorial sub-domain, etc. Examples of prototyping and application of the presented
knowledge model are presented. Since 1984, key components of the developed technology were
tested for 30 aircraft types and projects to support aircraft design, flight testing and certification,
pilot training, accident investigation and prevention tasks.
